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ABSTRACT
This paper describes three studies designed to

determine whether there are age-related differences in children's
memory for implicit and explicit information in prose.. In therirst
study, six experimen'tal paragraphs were read indi4idually to a total
of 60 children in grades K-5. Each child was then asked four verbatim
recall questions (specific adjectives and prepositions) and four
inferential questions. The results indicated that the amount of both

. explicit and implicit information comprehended from the paragraphs
increased with age. Due to a question about thi saliency of
adjectives and prepositions-in sentences, the second study used
verbatim recall questions with nouns and verbs. A total of 48
children in grades K, 2, and 4 participated in this Study and were
administered theme tasks as in the first study plus a delayed.free
recall task..The results showed specifically that the ability to draw
and remember inferences, improved with age. The third study used a
cued recall paradigm todetermine whether the spontaneity of
inference drawing was related to age. A total of 48 children in
grades 1, 3, and 5 heard action sentences with the instruments used
stated explicitly in half .of.the sentences and only implied in'the
tither half. They were then given a cued recall test which included
the'appropriate instrument nouns. Results suggested that children
apply inferential operations more often and more effectively with
increasing ape. pmg4
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Developmental Changes in Constructive Memory Ab ities

Scott G. Paris-
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Today, I want to discuss several studies concerning the role

of 'inferential procesking in children's memory.

-Specifically, I will consider two questions:

1. Does tho ability to spontaneously apply inferential

proceses to prose increase with age? and,

2;" What is the relationship between sentence memory and

k

iciferential operations?

W A
t'vr.; Ict1011 that the inV, rmation that people understand from writ

and spoken 1 page is no'cliplited to a literal cePy of the inliut

:cr".mg of ivo 4.s. Comsid44blo rosearch has demonstrated that ad
4

ciiiiver the emantic retationships expressed by sent-n es bctt4 1 than
,,

.
,

,

the particulail-k)rds .6.,:'et ructures of the sentendes. (Brans fora;

,i

. 4

1911; Eioneck, 19731 KiniSch & Monk, 1972;* Potts, 1972; Sachs ;,07)

..The izongnon the* almong;those studies is the emphasis on ti anwermation

if the input and distialation of the central ideaS from pro, Ihe

SlIgrat4giea of derivin "gist" (Filiacnbaum, 1966) may be ab.*4% ctive'

1.9720r coristrudtive (Bartlett, 1932) but the 'po ortaat

.point is that the meaning derived from language is a Conse0ent ref the

cognitive activ4les and *JSL:MaAtiC iWT5 form4tiofts applic by the comf)roliender.

This research was supported by NIB griiht NE-6,-00-3-0089.



The inf6reitiial nature of comprehension i.s ,a focal tenet of the/

constructivist appmach (Cofer, 1973; Jenkins, 1974); because it

permits the pason to "go beyohd the infOrmation'given" and under-

stand implied relationships. When adults attend to pras, they

typically attempt to interpret the new inforiation withregard'to pre:

existing lingui#ic and nonlinguistic contexts (Branford &'McCarrell,

1974) and ofteil integrate these relationships into holistic, situational

methory representation (Barclay),: 1973; Bransford Barclay A Franks,

1972; Trabasso-& Riley, in Iress). The inferred_relationships area not

just-additional ififormation which can be accessed but'are often iniegratea

semantic representations which appear to be'ConstruCted 'dpring encoding

and assimilated organized schemes in the,Piagetign sense. Inferred
.. ...

semantic agents; locations instruments, consequences of 'actions, .and.

transitive linear orders have all been shown to be assimilated into the
.

memory representations that adults have for the ideas'of related set=

tences Oransford & Franks, 1971; Johnson,

7
ansiord A Solomon, 1972;'

Paris, Sorkin, &'Pisoni, 1974, t Potts, 1972) .

AlthOugh several studies have demonstrated that children integrate

implied information into their memory representations for sentences

(Barclay & 1974;' Paris & Carter, 1973 Trai?asso, Riley & Wilson,

in press), we still do not have evidence at the ability or prOpensity

changes with age, These three studies employed,different'types of

inferences, somewhat artificial. stimulus materials, and vastly diffeient
4

paradigms, some of which may be inappropriate for developmental analyses

(e.g., false-recognition paradigm).

Our first stuiy(Paris & Upton, 1974) was an attempt to ameliorate

these problems and determine if there are age-related .i.fferences in

children's newly for implicit and explicit information in Prose.. We

constructed paragraphs containing particular explicit and implicit



relationships, presehted them orally to tlementary grade

children, and assessed their undetstanditig through directed questions.'

We selected four differenti.inguistic inferences to study The first

«go4.4.230: ,

11,

two: we, labelled contextual inferences because they requi d the amal-

gamationolc information fromseveral sentences. These were presuppositions

the pre-existing conditions necessary to make a sentence or paragraph
/

true; and inferred consequences, the probableend0Sult'af a- series

of statementsor:conditions, The other two inferences were termed

k
lexial'inferences.because the ifferential relationship was dependent

up'on.a single word These included Semantic entailtent";,alvOrd is a

subset* a larger Class;' and implied instruments, a verb implies a

particular instrument taccomplish the action.

We constructed six paragraphs ranging from seven to nine sentences

which permitted these inferences. (Arf example of a test }paragraph and

the questions arelgiven in the handout. The paragraphs were read to

individual subj,qcts, 12 each from'Grades k through 5. immediately after

"listeuing to a paragraph,, subjects were asked eight Yes* questions

concerning the story. Four of these questions were the previously

'idescribedginfeiences. We also asked four questions of'verbatim infor-
.

mation in order to, prevent subjects from biasing their processing towards

only, inferential relationships and in order to provide a baseline com-

parison of explicit information retention. The verbatim items included'

prenominal adjectives such as big, new, and red and locative prepositions

such as in, over, and under. The eightquestions'were balanced for
,

verbatim,, and inerential items as well as truth-falsity within each

category. The orders of paragraphs and questions were randomized for
kw

every subject.

We performed an analysis of variance. (with-boa subjects and stories
4

p

0 0 0.4
51
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treated as random effects) with the number of correct answers to each

question by, grade level. Performance'significanly improved (quasi-F,

<..01) monotonically across grades showing the sensitivity of this

task'to'differences between children's comprehension and memory in Ab

successive irades. A.respcmse bias is often observed in oung children

and, indeed, our kindergarten subjects responded affirmatively to 72%

0,of the questions while 'fifth-graders responded affirmatively only 48%

of the time. A signal detection analysis takes response bias into

account, and we calculated4's for the data and found the same age-

'related improvement (shown in Figure 2 ).

r

Although inferences were answered correctly more often than factual

questions, it.should be noted that there was age-related improvement

on the sane items within all categories. We do not want to emphasize

absolute comparisons amoig categories on this task, rather we waft to

ask if there is developmental improvement for the operations of infer-

ence andthe spontaneous processing of implicit information above and

beyond developmental increases in memory span.

In order to answer this question, we will assume that a correct.

` answer to a verbatim question involves memory for a bit of information

while a c ect answer to an inferentihl queStion involves remembe

the information plus performing an.irferential operations. In esse ce,

4 ,we can regard-the developmental improvement on Verbatim items as evid-.

ence for improvement in memory capacity and ask if thl developmental

effects foi inferences merely parallel this') curve or interact with it.

We partialled out the effects of memory improvement from the in-

ferential operation by computing an analysis of covariance and covarying

out the effects of verbatim items. -Men we did this, our adjusted

scores, (shown i6 Figure 3), still reVealed significant developmental

00005



Aprovement in the inferential operations. The more difficUlt context,

ual inferences accouted fox the majority of the improvemmt. This

interaction appears to be independent of responseApias as shown by the

d's, and 'the greater campreheneion and memory for contextual inferences.

with age-applAars to reflect more than increased memory span.

The)esults of this study suggest that children from, s'ix to eleven

years of age increase the amount of both explicit and implicit infor-

mation that they comprehend from paragraphs. Even when we -take into

account the variability due to paragraphs, items,-and respcmse bias,

there is an increased proficiency with age of spontafieously performing,

o.

infereatial operations on linguistic material..;

A few caveats are in order thOugh. 'Certainly, comprehension and

memory are related and developmeintal improvements in one should facilitate

the other. We have tried'to separate the effects in a statistical sense

simply to show that children's comprehension of prose is dependent upon
.k.

the operations applied to the material as well as. the, memory span for

-specific items. Also, this task assesses "children's spontaneous com-

prehension processes and we do not wish to imply that young children

cannot comprehend some of these linguistic inferences.* They probably

can when instructed to do so in simple tasks, But their normal compre-
.

hension strategies may not involve thel.implicit embellishment of infor-

mation necessary for inferential comprehension and gOod memory.

It might,be argued that 4.covariance analysis overemphasized 'the

developmental improvement on Inferences because adjectives and prepos-

itions.dre less salient and important for the sentence meaning and'.
4 IV

theyefore they were poorly remeMbered. We therefore revised our ques-

tions tolinclude noun and verb categories, eliminated two stories, and

ran the experiment again with 16 Ss from kindergarfn second and fourth

0 0 0 0 6
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grade frail a different school. In addition to the Ss' -responses to the

questions, we also required Ss t9 fiee recall the stories approximately.

20 minutes later (after an interpolat6d

The results olf the intex-rogated recall were similar to the pre-

vious study and pelormance improved with 4racici' although the main

difference was in the two youngest groups. There werewere'no differences

between iriferential and verbatim questions .in this study because the

nouns and verbs werq, generally answered correctly more than adjectiv,es

arid, prepositions. However our main concern was ,the analysis of bo,

variance with nouns and ,Verbs as the covariate. The a justed mean

correct.. (after nouns and verbs effects are pattialle out) showed

signkficant deyelopMental improvement far .c.Ontex inference's (a <

.05) id appears to reflect age-trelated improvement in inferencing

operations.

. After the interpolated task, ects were ked to free recall

as much of the story as possible: Their recall was Scoredkfor the

lumber of idea unitsrecalled per story 'which_ included verbatim recall,
t

paraphrase:, lexical inferences, and

and erroneous elaborations were not

that kindergarten subjects averaged

contextual inferences. Extraneous.

included in the totals which ShillFd,
4

1.9 ideas /story, second-graders 4.4,

and fourth graders 9.3. The inter-rater reliability on the scoring sys-

tem, computed on individual stories according to he four categories

deicribed aboVe, was r 98.

We were interested ih the relationship between children's perfor-
%,

mance during interrogated recall and later 'free recall. If understand-
,

ing inferential ,relationi in sentences is .crucial to merry, there should

be a strong relationship between initial comprehension and memory *or
roo

the inferences and subsequent re2X-1-of_ the prose passage. Iste performed

00.097



a step-wise multiple regression aha ysis to determine which category

of questions best predicted free rec 11 performance and the, results:

are sho4in.Table 4. Over all grades .and stories, grade accounted

for 66-tof the.vatiance. orrectly Tesponding to contextual inference

4

.questions was the next best p edictor and both of these variables

accounted for a significant amount of the vaialice ()a < 101). Within

grades,the best predictor was always ontextual inference,which was the

Only significant predictor fez. aik.,grades. Thus, the best predictor

of later recall was'initial comprehension of thq contextual Inferences,

presuppositions and:consequences.' Performace comparisons beideen grades

indicated that contextual inferendes were significantly better at'
1.0

successive krade levels (p. < AI). Not only were contextual inference ie'

the'best predictor at each grade level but they were better and better

predictors with'increasing age of the children.

These two studies show that young children cid draw and remember

"some inferences from prose but the ability improves with age. This

appears to :be a spontaneous aspect of comprehensiOn which is' applied

more often and more effectively by older children in order to remember
.

'sentences: The relationship between making inferences during compre:

hension'and subsequent good hitmory was correlational in the study. We

wanted to find a more direct test of the developmentally emerging role

oPinferential operations as critical components of memory. We decided

tjinvestig,ite the problem with a cued recall paradigm.

The rationale behind this series of studies is that a memory cue

will only be effective to the extent that it !'makes contact with" a

significant part of the memory representation for the sentence. If the

,4 cue is indirect and only implied by the, original sentencet.then it

-should not be effective linless,the subject has already incorporated,

0 0 8
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or can suLsequently construct, the implied relation 'into his memory

Representation for the sentence. For example, if we present the'.

4
-sentence, "The workman dug ,a hole in the ground," the word shovel

should be an effective memory cue only if the subject,constructs

the inferred instrumental relationship. Our first study simply

.compared the effectiveness of such instrumental cues, some expJcitly

stated in the sentences and, some implicit. If young children do not

spontaneously const4t and supply inferred relations to a sentence,

" 1

//or are unable to do so, then one would predict a superiority of explicit.

cues foi, memory relative to implied cues. If older children do infer

relations as they comprehend sentences, or during directed retrieval,

then one,woulq expect'nadifferences between the cue types. We presented

eight sentences, half with instruments explicitly slated. rld half

implied. to 16 Ss in each of grades 1, 3 and,5. The children repeated

each sentence aloud after the experimentec throughout the 16st, part-

4
icipatV in a 4 minute Interpolated number-circling task, and were

given a cued recall test with appropriate instrument nouns. '?he

sentences were counterbalanced across Ss for implicit4and explicit cues.

The results are shown in Figure S and indicate a significant grade X

cue-type interaction '(as well as Significant main effects for each fadtor)!

,
This interaction strongly suggests that childten apply inferential oper-

more, often and more effectively with increasing age:
'4

There are also several controls which we rant For instance, one

.coUld argue that the young Ss did not know' -the instruments that were

approp each sentence and therefore, could not make the correct

inference. We presented four pictures of Common instruments with each

test sentence to groups of kindergarten and first-grade children. Even

the 6 year-old kindergarten Ss selected the appropriate.ingtrument fOr

n'
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each sentence more than 95% of the time

Another pOte tiatcriticismis that the .explicit instrument:

cue is aTiLinapproptiate" comparison becaOse it' uNatestiMates Ss

knowledge of the sentences. We Conducted. another Study which employed

ex dicit subject, verb, and object retrieval cues and col rdd theSe

I

to implicitlinstruments. These data are in Figure and again

reveal an age x cue-type interaction such that young-Ss do not access
.

,
.

the sentences easily with implied cues and older ggdo.i

The last, exppriment was concerned with facilitating children's

memory. One might characterize, the lack of inferentN processing
,

as a strategic -"produrion deficiency" or a "shallow level" of pro-

4 , r

cessing. We decided to require Ss to act-out the sentences after

they repeated theindoecausethey necessarily would have,to pretend to

use the appropriate ipstrument.: We Constructe41 a ten-sentence list,

fiv implied instruments and five explicitly statea,.presented thdM

to'Ss with the action instructions, gave the usual four-minute'inter-

polated task, and tested cued recall. Total recall for ten sentences

was very good for the.first-gi'aders, 74%. A t=test revealed1no
e

difference between the nunbey of sentences recalled with explicit

cues and implied cues, 78% And 70% respectively. .

In conclusion, these studies I ndicate that children 'often under-

stand'i great deal of implicit information In sentences and prose. The

nature of their understanding, or operations of comprehension and memory,

may be best characterized as constructive att5/. These studielfalse

suggest that the ability to spontaneously applyAmferential.processes to
444,.

,'discourse increases with age from approximately six to eleven rs

(the do range studied in this researth). Furt these 4p gesses are

related to recall and the utility o onstructed seGntic'en-
.

c6Mings as retrieval cues increases with age. Hopefully, -tasks such as

00010
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thesethave Pqcologica1 validity" anrkill enhance our understanding

of the development of ordin4 listening, reading, and coMpiehenpion

_skills;

4
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Figure 1

ft Vies. playing with her.,nevi doll in front, of her. hill red hoPse,
denly she heard -a strange sound coming from under the porch It was
the flapping ,of wings Linda .wanted JO stf.much, but. she ''did'
know *hat to do. She riniNinSide the house and grabbed' a shoe box"from

Alit:, closet. Then Liada Ionked, inside her desk until she found eight sheeti
of yellow-piper. She cut the paper into little pieces' and: put them in

.

the bottom- of the box. Linda gently . picked 'up the helpless 'creature and
took it with her. Her teacher knew what to do.

Question type , Asisu;er

Adjeeti,;re
Adjective

yes
Na

Preposition Yes
Preposition No.
Presupposition Yes ,

Consequence No
Entailment No
Instrument Yes

1. Was Linda's doll new?
2. Did Linda grab a match bet?.
3. Was the sktatige sound coming froni

under: the porch?
4..Was Linda playing behind her house?
S. Did Linda like to take care,.oriintals?
b. Did Linda take what shC- found to the

police station?. )
7. Did Linda find a 'frog?
S. Did Linda use a pair of. scissors?

.
Figure 2: d's for Verbatim and Inferential Questions by Grades

13
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Figure 3:_ Adjusted Mean Z Correct Responses for Contextual, and
Lexical-Inferences (Verbatim items were the covariate)



*Ole.
Con

Adjusted Mean,% °Correct ReSPonses for

)i.tual and Lexicel'infgrenee-Que'Stions .Exp.. I,
,

. Verbatim:nouns and verbs as covariate)

Questions K

Contextual 60.6:--

Inferences

Lexical
Inferences. 78.3

Rank
()icier of
Predictors

Grade

77. so.

89.1 87.3

.65

p 05

-I
Table 2: Multiple Regression Analysis

Variance Accounted for by lach
Predictor-Variable

* *

VAP.:-12t7

SEX 2.6'
VNV- 0.4

Grade

2

CTX-46.2**-tCTX-67.2
LEX-10.3 VNV- 2.9.
VAp- 3.5 LEX- 1.5
VNV- 0.9 VAP- 0.0

Total..

Grade-65.8*

15



,Table 3

Percent Correctly Recalled Sentences

Grade

73.4 .73.4

48.4 65.6

Table 4

Correctly Recalled Sentences
4

Grade.

2 4

38.5 4L 7 61'. 5

21.9 31.5 6808

itdit (s,v,o)

IinpIecit (1).

40- -
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